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Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Topic

Journeys

Curriculum
focus

RE

Memorable
Experience

Class Hot Air Balloon throughout the half term

Innovate
Challenge

Advent calendar – linked to Joseph and Mary’s journey

Maths

Focus: Number –
Addition and
Subtraction

Focus Measurement
and Length and
perimeter

Focus Measurement
and Length and
perimeter

Focus Measurement
and Length and
perimeter

Focus Measurement
and Length and
perimeter

Focus Measurement
and Length and
perimeter

Efficient Subtraction

Equivalent lengths m
and cm and

Measure perimeter

X by 10

X and divide by 9

Perimeter on a grid

X by 100

Divide by 1 and its
self.

Estimate answers
Checking strategies

Equivalent lengths
mm and cm
Kilometres
Adding lengths

Perimeter in a
rectangle

Divide by 10
Divide by 100

Perimeter of rectilinear
shapes

X by 1 and 0

Focus Postcards

X and divide by 3
3 times table
X and divide by 6

Focus – Narrative – 80
Days around the world

Focus – Narrative – 80
Days around the world

Reading:

Reading:

I understand the
features of non-fiction
including using an
index to locate
information

I understand the
features of non-fiction
including using an
index to locate
information

I can draw inferences
such as a character's
feelings, thoughts and

I can draw inferences
such as a character's
feelings, thoughts and

Week 7

Focus Measurement
and Length and
perimeter

9 times table and
division facts
Multiply and divide by
by 7

6 times table

7 times table and
division facts

Diary entry

Diary entry

Christmas story RE

Christmas story RE

80 Days around the
world

80 Days around the
world

80 Days around the
world

80 Days around the
world

80 Days around the
world

Reading:

Reading

Reading

I understand the
features of non-fiction
including using an
index to locate
information

I can speak audibly
and fluently using
appropriate
intonation.

I can speak audibly
and fluently using
appropriate
intonation.

Writing:

Writing:

I can read aloud my
own writing using

I can read aloud my
own writing using

Subtracting lengths

English

Week 6

Reading
Reading
I can speak audibly
and fluently using
appropriate
intonation.

I can speak audibly
and fluently using
appropriate
intonation.

motives and justify
with evidence.

motives and justify
with evidence.

I can make predictions
with evidence from
the text and with
knowledge of wider
reading.

I can make predictions
with evidence from
the text and with
knowledge of wider
reading.

Writing:

Writing:

I can read aloud my
own writing using
appropriate
intonation, volume
and tone.

I can read aloud my
own writing using
appropriate
intonation, volume
and tone.

I can correctly
punctuate with a
comma when using
fronted adverbials in
my writing.

I can correctly
punctuate with a
comma when using
fronted adverbials in
my writing.

I can use and
punctuation direct
speech.

I can use and
punctuation direct
speech.

I can choose
appropriate nouns and
pronouns within and
across sentences to
aid cohesion and
avoid repetition.

I can choose
appropriate nouns and
pronouns within and
across sentences to
aid cohesion and
avoid repetition.

Writing
I can use
organisational devices
in my non-fiction
writing.
Writing:
I can read aloud my
own writing using
appropriate
intonation, volume
and tone.
I can correctly
punctuate with a
comma when using
fronted adverbials in
my writing.

appropriate
intonation, volume
and tone.

appropriate
intonation, volume
and tone.

I can correctly
punctuate with a
comma when using
fronted adverbials in
my writing.

I can correctly
punctuate with a
comma when using
fronted adverbials in
my writing.

I can use and
punctuation direct
speech.

I can use and
punctuation direct
speech.

I can choose
appropriate nouns and
pronouns within and
across sentences to
aid cohesion and
avoid repetition.

I can choose
appropriate nouns and
pronouns within and
across sentences to
aid cohesion and
avoid repetition.

I can use and
punctuation direct
speech.
I can choose
appropriate nouns and
pronouns within and
across sentences to
aid cohesion and
avoid repetition.

I can proof-read my
own writing checking
spelling, grammar and
punctuation.

RE

Computing

Incarnation Different
parts of the Holy Bible

Incarnation describe
how Christians show
their beliefs about God
and in the way they
live.

Incarnation – Ask
questions about
incarnation and the
Holy Sprit

Apply our knowledge
of Incarnation

Incarnation –
understand the true
meaning of Christmas

Incarnation Identify
John 1 as part of the
Gospel

E safety

Online safety 3.3
Purple Mash Year 3

Online safety 3.3
Purple Mash Year 3

Online safety 3.3
Purple Mash Year 3

Online safety 3.3
Purple Mash Year 3

Online safety 3.3
Purple Mash Year 3

TT Rock Stars

Online safety 3.3
Purple Mash Year 3

Science

States of Matter Solids, Liquids and
Gases

States of Matter Solids, Liquids and
Gases

States of Matter Solids, Liquids and
Gases

States of Matter Solids, Liquids and
Gases

States of Matter Solids, Liquids and
Gases

States of Matter Solids, Liquids and
Gases

History

Find out about the life
of Christopher
Columbus and why
his achievements are
important

Write a biography

Write a diary entry

Find out about the life
of Captain Cook and
why his achievements
are important

Write a letter.

Sir Frances Drake?

WALT design a print

WALT create a print

WALT create a print
(print with second
colour)

WALT create a print
(print with third
colour)

WALT evaluate the
work of others and
ourselves.

States of Matter Solids, Liquids and
Gases

Find out about
everyday lives of
people in time studied

Geography

N/A

Design
Technology
Art and
Design

Hot air Balloon

Music

Makaton Songs

Charanga lesson 1

Charanga lesson 2

Charanga lesson 3

Charanga lesson 4

Charanga lesson 5

Charanga lesson 6

Cricket

Cricket

Cricket

Cricket

Cricket

Cricket

Cricket

Families and people
that care for me

Caring Friendships

Caring Friendships

Caring Friendships

Caring Friendships

Caring Friendships

Caring Friendships

To recognise what
constitutes a positive
healthy relationship
and develop skills to
form and maintain
positive and healthy
relationships.

To recognise what
constitutes a positive
healthy relationship
and develop skills to
form and maintain
positive and healthy
relationships.

To recognise what
constitutes a positive
healthy relationship
and develop skills to
form and maintain
positive and healthy
relationships.

To recognise what
constitutes a positive
healthy relationship
and develop skills to
form and maintain
positive and healthy
relationships.

To recognise what
constitutes a positive
healthy relationship
and develop skills to
form and maintain
positive and healthy
relationships.

To recognise what
constitutes a positive
healthy relationship
and develop skills to
form and maintain
positive and healthy
relationships.

PE
PSHE

WALT understand
printing.

To recognise types of
relationships including
those between
acquaintances, friends,
relatives and families.

